
















Additional Information

Out of the box the PACE-95R speed control is set to 'Blinky' mode.  'Blinky' is a term used when the speed control blinks its 
LED, (in this case Blue) when it is zero timing mode.  This means that the speed control is not using electronic dynamic timing 
called boost or turbo. This is required for many classes of stock racing.
To remain in 'Blinky' mode leave boost and turbo timing settings at zero.  All other functions can be adjusted. The program card 
CR818 can be used to make adjustments.
The information below helps explain the programmable settings found on page 5 of the instruction book.

GENERAL
Running mode: includes "forward/brake ", "forward/reverse ",  "forward/brake/reverse" mode. 
Low voltage cutoff: for some batteries when they are over-discharged, the battery may fail, use this function to set the minimum working 
voltage to protect the battery. 
ESC overheat protection: when esc default temperature is achieved, it will have adaptive system to control the max power output to the 
motor to avoid damaging the esc. 
Motor rotation: determines the motor running direction (clockwise or anti-clockwise).
Race mode: To run with modify motors (4.5t~9.5t), please select "modify" mode. To run with stock motors (10.5t or over), please select 
"stock" mode. Boost and Turbo are more aggressive in stock mode than in modified mode.
Dead band: to control the sensitivity of the forward/brake throttle at neutral position. If the dead band value is lower, it will be more 
sensitive around the neutral position.
BEC output: to select 6v or 7.4v bec output voltage.

THROTTLE
IPL: to control the initial power to the motor. Higher value will have more initial power delivery to the motor. High traction tracks can 
handle a higher value. For low traction track, set to a lower value.
Throttle rate: to control the overall throttle power feeling. High value will offer more of a throttle power feeling. High traction tracks can 
handle a higher value. For low traction track, set to lower value.
Drive freq: high frequency value have smooth throttle feeling. Low value have aggressive throttle feeling.
RPM lock: to lock the motor RPM that is used for a drift car. Higher value lock less on RPM. Low value lock more on RPM.
Throttle curve: to select the linear or custom throttle curve. When in modify mode, it is suggested to use linear curve. In stock mode, it is 
suggested to use custom curve to change the throttle curve to increase the power delivery to the motor.

BRAKE
Initial brake: to control the instant brake force to the motor. Higher value has more initial brake force to the motor when the brake is 
triggered. 
Drag brake: the motor will brake automatically when the throttle is returned from forward to neutral position. For higher drag brake value, 
the motor will have more automatic brake functions.
Brake force: to control the motor brake force. Higher value have higher motor brake force.
I-brake response: to control the initial brake power response to the motor.  Higher value will have a higher initial brake response to the 
motor. On a high traction track adjust to a higher value. For low traction track, it should be set to lower value.
Brake rate: to control the overall brake power feeling. High value will have the feeling of more brake power. On a high traction track 
adjust to a higher value. For low traction track, it should be set to lower value.
Brake freq: high frequency value will have smooth brake feeling. Low value will have aggressive brake feeling.
Brake cuve: to select the linear or custom brake curve. For higher RPM motor, the brake may not be enough and it is suggested to use 
custom curve to change the brake curve to increase the brake power delivery to the motor.

BOOST
Boost timing: boost timing to the motor when the boost trigger level is achieved. The higher the value, can increase more power to the 
motor.
Boost trigger level: set where to trigger the boost timing position. Having a higher value will advance the position that the boost timing 
starts.
Boost trigger rate: set how fast to open boost timing. Having a higher value will advance the speed that boost starts.

TURBO
Turbo timing: it is the turbo boost timing to the motor. For higher value of turbo boost, ncreases more power to the motor.
Activation method: if 'start RPM + full throttle' is selected, it mean the turbo timing boost will be activated when RPM is reached and 
throttle is in full postion. If "full throttle" is selected, it means the turbo timing boost will be activated only when the throttle is in full postion 
and the turbo delay time is achieved.
Turbo delay: the delay time to start up the turbo timing after the activation condition is achieved. Higher values will have more delay to 
start up the turbo timing function.
Start RPM: the RPM of the motor when the Turbo will engage.
Turbo on rate: to control how fast the turbo timing fully opens. Having higher value will advance the position to open all turbo timing up.
Turbo off rate: to control how fast to slow down the motor RPM when the throttle is returned to neutral position. Higher value will let the 
motor RPM slow down more quickly.

DATA
Min battery voltage: to show the minimum battery voltage during the run.
Max esc temp: to show the esc maximum temperature during the run.
Max motor rpm: to show the motor maximum RPM during the run. S1641
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